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Past Lives

We have a joke about past lives.
It goes: “I had a dream I was a lord
in Cleopatra’s court.
She was famous. I was rich. We traded gifts
of gold, lions, and slaves.”

Here the listener interrupts:
“And I, was I there too?”
“Yes, you were there.
You were cleaning up.”



A Song Is In Order

The rich don’t have to love the rich.
They might believe they are all there is
in the human line. The rest of us
are something else, part of the Calvinist décor,
claw-scrapes in the aisles
of a primordial discount superstore.

We think we know what we are not.
My dad’s eyes didn’t see the line
that led his father’s baggy eyes
to his own. Now he squints in even light.
I didn’t know how his gut would look 
on me when I laid on the tracks.

It’s not good, I lack the height
to carry weight, and my smile
is the wrong kind of smile.

Some of you don’t yet think it’s a trap.
You say things you would never say aloud
if you knew you were trapped. You’d never sing
these things you say, and I’ll tell you this-
a song is in order. The song goes, “Honey,
love the one you’re with.”



See That The Dog Gets Fed

How many words should fit
on a line in a poem?
The time for half measures
has passed. Chance won’t see
that the dog gets fed.
Now we must work,
and take direction.
There are things to do
and I must know.



Driven By Demons West

Driven by demons west where all is demon
before human before birdlike before reptilian
before fish in the kelp beds, seething.
There is no order where the great shark is breaching
the surf, vertical, after the seal, feeding.

Demons whip me.
Demons grip my tongue
like a warm shaking mouse.

Demons drive me on-
smoke advancing a fire
panics rats.

There’s no out in the west-
recirculation,
a holding cell for the possessed-
everyone in the west,
recidivists.



Beard Grows Back Unbidden

Beard grows back. Unbidden
thoughts bring ruin when 
we let our minds go slack.

Fabled Asian cats that learned the taste of human flesh 
in fields of increase and the unburied dead.
Where dirty rivers went they also went.

It is four a.m.
The street lights hum.
I am fearing that I may not sleep again.

Steadiness of being in the elegant hours.
We are continuous. That’s our share
in knowing and our curse.

We should listen to the old folks
else we miss it when they tell us
we are beautiful by nature
though we think ourselves unready
to resemble such a thing.



Skull Worship

You are not the same, plastic skull,
as death. I keep you for looks;
I don't serve death, except 
alternating months, and even then
for a laugh. I wanted to put my hands 
on time. I didn't write this to be read.
Time is a cousin of death. I did
this to be free. At least I wanted
to make my own hours and to pick
my own chains. Observe their tint-
silver like a skull on a ring,
not gold like you'd find on a king.



Modern Arrowheads

Modern arrowheads seen up close
are not a part of nature
there is not much in them of the point
of a pen that might describe
what it has seen and where it’s traveled.
They describe where they have been.

I am not sure that what we see
we also kill.
What we see we hardly hold.

Our eyes are loose in the world
among the other things that see as well
as things that don’t.

Compact and full of purpose,
ready for us as our cunning
exceeds our will.



Programming

There's a rush 
to be young in Houston 
more than once

A dog show is on 
and my friends are dying
to be paraded.

I'll make some pasta
and tune my guitar-
I don't think I can watch.

I want to go
where the spirit went
when it left this world.



Anon

Early sign of a man
who will come to no name:

No heart to deface any object
dear to God or man.















Inex Forces

Not always in heat.
Not always hot.
Not always cooling down.

Not there between the lips,
longly tangled, hardly sung.
Too muscled to be written,
distinct beyond the nose,
not pleasant to the touch.

There are thoughts
without shapes:
I am not up to history
history is not up to me.



Proximate and Cousinly

The ceiling of the infinite won't crack
from worry or be mottled 
with dusty stucco webs.

It is a bending line of water,
a geometry without parallels.
It promises the lazy happiness
to know that things will end.

Some say silence is 
why we love the dead. 
They can't argue with us 
anymore.

A calm is coming in
on the weedy 
slow-rushing waves.

A curve, even an ellipsis
swears return.

Slowly, yes,
everyone is proximate
and cousinly.



Send Magazines

I was all like
Where my dogs at? 
They was all like, 
At the pound 
in a cage 
waiting for the pinprick, 
send magazines.



Chamillionaire In Ireland

We have invisible tattoos on our knuckles that say
‘We’re in this thing for life.’
We enter the room like smoke
followed by a fiendish ring.
You’d have to strain
to hear it.

Anything we can hypnotize,
anything we can pin we will take.
Objects placed into our hands
absorb into the body main. Our names
are lost in other names.

It was AC/DC's time in Ireland
the weekend we arrived.
Green fields, half-sun.
The drug dogs at the ferry found nothing.

Brandon broke the neck off a bottle,
the glass mixed in with white wine, 
but he would not be dissuaded;
he drank it like a man condemned.



I may be jiving you. Chamillionaire 
was only with us on the radio 
like the Irish men screaming in Irish, 
but that's a hell of a way to travel.

When we stopped we danced
to rockabilly in the crowded Dublin bars.

Famine ships in port. Chud on the street.
The world at night is a small world,
intensely occupied.



Montrose 1991-1993

I never was a purist, had no faith
in taste or style. I moved for hunger
and instinct, ducking trees,
and drawn to interruptions, stand-offs,
shouting matches, and sirens mostly,
the plainsong of asymmetrical days.

There were drag queens as thick as trees,
robbing the pharmacy shelves
and raining contempt on the hustlers
and the lone men hurrying up to me
where I stood on the side of the street
to offer me cash to watch their backs
in apartment brothels.

They were new in town. I was pretty.
So much I could have done, but I passed;
fear is the brain of self-preservation.

How should I walk in the back of my mind
under burning rafters and a cracking sky
with a cat’s black back being my back
and a marginal eye fixed on every movement?



Hook and a Strap

I am alive but not alive thinking
of things not come to pass.
Memory you must assemble.
Memory is a hook and a strap.

You can hang yourself on hooks
that can’t support your weight
and hang just the same. Things
take their time to come apart.



Titsian Tabidze

Air things
what you bring to earth
harden then
against you.

Ice eels
netted skies
become yours
in silence.

The stabbing hand
the shooting hand
must see all eyes
are closed.



Missing Person Report # 2

Somewhere in this mess I lost her.
It was the hot season when
she moved out of her place, and
began living or hiding in rooms.

She is tall, was taller before,
likes color in everything,
spends money freely,
seldom wears her teeth.

She speaks other languages
gladly, sometimes well.
She writes folk prayers in Spanish 
in a hand that's not her own.

Her hair has gone gray;
it is shorter than before.
It has been too long, and I
don’t think she’s taking her meds.

At night I say her name in my mind.
Like a child, unlike a child- at any age
you must say aloud what you want.



Heroic Voyages

Setting out on the lake
in a boat
is not heroic

unless you consider
never having seen water
much less such a large pool of it
and never having set 
foot inside a boat.



Review of the Waxahachie RenFest

Parking was easy. We arrived late
and failed to get a discount. Once in,
the women went for looking for leather
while Richard and I walked around.

We expected to see a hernia born
watching fat men throw weights
over a high-hung bar.

The fire-eater seemed loose in his blouse,
but his tongue was well-charred.
I asked Rich how many neo-nazis must 
surround us here and he replied 
in the affirmative.

Times were good for men in skirts
and ladies with heavy cleavage.
I couldn’t help but think that
if these women were in charge
we’d have to put our balls in harness.

Talk was loud and backwards moving;
the jousting was fixed
and funny like wrestling,
our champion unhorsed.



Dolphins
for Erika

I fell in love with you suddenly
in the black one-piece bathing suit
you borrowed from a friend’s mother’s closet
at the hot tub wind-up party the same night
we met at a crawfish boil and later watched
Lolita with Jeremy Irons, and I’ve stayed
in love with you stubbornly
for ten years now, and let you down
occasionally, but to my credit: dolphins
came to us only months after your birthday
in plain sight of where we lay
on a Mexican serape pushing sand
over cigarette butts and withered bits of sea rags
on a cool California late summer afternoon
only minutes after you told me you’d like
to see dolphins. I looked out on the water
and bit my tongue before telling you we wouldn’t
see dolphins, and there they were
beyond the swells
swimming in pairs
diving to eat
rising to breath.



Waiting on White Paint

Waiting on white paint
to roll on white paint
to paint out shadows.

Looking at space and finding more space
where space should end. Light
landing on white paint finds more shadows.







Things Disappear

Things disappear
but nothing is lost:
things are traded out
for newer things.

Memory corrodes
but you never see it happen.
You never see the rope snap
or hear anything sudden.

There’s the hiss on wires going bad
and a suspicion we have
that memory goes.



Lamentation of the Ox

There is beauty in my life,
but it is angry.
I have anger,
slow and constant.

Once I was beauty.
I made the water dance.
Once I was music.
Now I am its aftermath.

What’s left on the killing floors
at the end of the butcher’s shift?
Neckflesh, jowls, and hip-fat-
I am that. I am all that.

There isn’t poetry in my life;
there are stories.
There is a little music,
but it may not be enough.

We have been late for the plane
before this. Then we ran.
Now we move slowly- 
one flight is as good as another.



I looked too long beyond the lights.
If I wear shades you can’t see the lines.
I wear them now, with the sun
too low in the sky.

I am a low cloud in a low sky.
I am a clinging haze before the rain.
I move to you with love,
but you don’t know it.

I miss the moon above the patio
of our favorite taqueria,
you near, and the table
unmade.



No Exercise Without Marvel

Running across a field in heeled boots,
running from nothing, running nowhere,
I hear my heart in my ears
and I am liable to collapse
in cold gray grass
one ear full of thin cold stabs,
my dog underfoot, ears in a cap,
teeth on legs, fat on fat, a rolling barrel.
No exercise for those like me
without marvel- I am
ebbing, reddening, glad.



Are Bruised Ribs Contagious?

Are bruised ribs contagious?
It feels like the pain is spreading.
The belts inside have slipped and abraded.

I say I don’t want to lose my place
among the people of song, but I do:
it’s been years since they got anything right.

I can’t favor one lung the way I’d favor an ankle,
but after the giants of the avant-garde
I’ve been practicing circular wheezing.



First Thoughts On Canada

Canada is a cousin
who will never be a friend,
low skies and half-dressed trees,
America without the mess.

It's good to take in clearer air.
Now is the beginning.
The sun rheuming in spoiled light,
we carry it on our clothes.
It falls off our teeth.

Muskrat street in Pembroke
you can smell a cigarette
lit five miles away
in the wind.

There's a new traffic light on the highway
and a sign to announce it-
now is the beginning of ruin.



Your Ticket

Death is on your ticket, 
blood is on your hands,
punishment grins;
I'm just here to freshen your coffee.



The Answer Is Always War

To look at a line in the sky
between a storm and unbroken light
and say yes is not will.

Ask any question-
when the arm is raised that waves the sword
the answer is always war.

If we must let them
control our words 
then let us be rappers,
and we'll rap the good news, leaving
out all the death til the end.

If we must work jobs
in these bad lights and be forever
the butt of the joke give us this.

Let us call the name of our place of work 
something that sounds like a strip club.











More Songs

I have written more songs
than you will ever father children-
even if you were a rutting cat.

I am the father of many moments.
They are no comfort to me now:
They won’t know me in my old age,

but I am an agent of increase.
I populate the world, and I
will have my share of it.



Not the King of Corners

This is not the eye of the wood.
This is not a quiet place.
This is my street
and I am living on it.

I am not the king of corners.
I am not the king of open air.
I am a steward
and, failing that,
an upsetter.



An Intimation of Pain

This is only an intimation of pain.
First comes the thought.
Pain follows.

Pursued by something dull and awful
you’re wrecking against fences
on a long penumbral street
and your eyes won’t open right.

There’s an open yard
where a silent dog is waiting.
Pain is nothing.
Watch out for the dog.







G I R L G A N G, Houston, Texas
2011: everything is negotiable.


